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Preface

At this beginning of a
neW decack, two dimnas
are being played on the
stage of education. One is
the national education
rek win effort, embodied
in the goals set by the
President zind the governors for the year 2000,
'Me oilier is the reshaping

of education nd educational finance systems by
a wlive of litigation and
state court decisions
declaring these systems
inequitabk. in the distribution of resouRVti for
education.
lite two dramas haVe
their tensions as Well s
potential for mutual support. In nne state.
Kentucky, the whole
school system was
recently declared uncon-

stitutional. nd that state
is proceeding in deal with
equity nd vermin I5 twn
acts of the same play.
This repnrt is intended
inforn1 a brnad audit...nce abinit the degrees nf
inequality in the educalion system, and the
nuwement under way to
provide greater equity.
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HIGHLIGHTS

In the United States there
are vast dilkrences in the
resources we devote to
our children's education,
in the scope of the cur-

riculum, in the quality of
physical facilities, and in
the extracurricular opportunities available. By any
measure, the playing fiekl
is not level.
While academics debate
and disagree over how
these resource and pmgram differences affect
educational achievement,
state courts across the
nation are striking down
inequitable school fund-

ing systems. Ikyond the
legal interpretations of
state c(mstitutions are two
more basic questions
facing the public and its
representatives: how
much equity should its
system of free public
education have, and luny
do persistent and wide
disparities affect the ambitious goals set by the
governors and the President for the year 2000.
New Jersey spends well
over $8,000 per pupil.

inure than triple what
Iltah spends. Adjust«I
fin. estirnated cost-ofliving differences, the
gap narrows somewhat,
with the top state,
New York, spending
times what
spends (see Figures
1 and 2).

In terms of the proportion of personal income
that state residents
spend on education (a
measure of effbrt),
W!'oming residents
2

spend almost 8 percent,
over 21/2 times the 3
percent their fellow
citizens spend in New
liampshire (see
Figure 3).

Differences within
wates, among school
districts, can he os large
as differences among
states. In Texas and
Ohio, the highest
spending districts
spend nearly triple the
amount per pupil as
the lowest spending
districts. In contrast,
most districts in Delaware, Nevada, and
Maryland spend about
the same amount per
pupil (see Figure
Differences exist within
school districts as weil.

A large body of
research, conducted
over three decades,
has failed to find a
systematic relationship
between gross
measures of resources
(expenditures per
student, pupil-teacher
ratios, etc.) and student
achievement. Other
researchers, however,
dispute the conclusions
of these studies. Courts
have ordered states to
end such disparities as

good school build'ngs
in some areas and
decrepit ones in others;
science labs in some
schools and not in
others; and art and
music courses offered
in some schools and
not in others.
According to recent
data from the Natkmal

Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP),
instructional resources

necessarily the case;
Kentucky has embarked
on a comprehensive

are likely to be less
available in poor
districts and disadvantaged urban districts
(see Figures 6 and 7).

effort to do both (see
the Kentucky case
study on p. 21).

While these NAEP data

show little relationship
between gross state
education expenditures
and math proficiency,
they do show that

availability of instructional materials and
resources in the classroom and proficiency
are related; the less
available the materials,
the lower the student
average math proficiency (see Figure 8).

A wave of litigation and
court action over these
equity matters began
when the California
Supreme Court declared
the school finance sys-

tem unconstitutional in
1971 (Serrano v. Priest).
Since then, finance
systems were declared
unconstitutional in 1,1

states and uphekl in 13
states (see Figure 10).

A new wave of decisions began in 1989,
with four state systems
struck down since then.
Litigation is ongoing in
21 states,

Dealing with disparities in educational
resources, and reforming and restructuring
schools, are usually
viewed as either separate or competing
needs. But this is not
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The report asks:
For the year 2000,
will a student's
education be considered the responsi-

bility of just a school
tax district, a whole
state, or a nation?
Will huge resource
disparities impede
progress toward
the year 2000 goal
that "academic
performance...will
increase in every

quartiler Is there
any danger that
some approaches to
equalizing resources
will impede progress
at the top?
What are out concepts of equity and
equality in education
as we head toward
the next centuiy?
Can we succeed in
being world class in

our educatioral
attainments while
remaining provincial
in our financial
commitment to
schooling?

INTRODUCTION

This reform era in
American education is rile
with proposals for
change. The education
press is filled with calls
for "restructuring," for
creating national standards and performance
examinations, for
"choice," for world class
achievement levels, and
for achieving the composite of proposals called
America 2000.
As for what is actually

happening, that same
press is regularly chronicling a difkrent wave of
change rippling through
the system. State courts
are ordering the equitable
funding of education. The
legal battles over funding
disparities, which began
afresh in the late 1980s
and are likely to continue
in the early 1990s, may
change the face of American education as much as
any other initiatives now
under way.
While the battlefield
has largely been the
courts, the issue is more
than just the legal
interpretation of the provisions of state constitutions. The large disparities
in resources available
for education pose issues
for legislative and executive branches of government as well. Having
achieved universal free
schooling, how equal do
we want that schooling
to be? How much will the
attainment of our national
education goals for the
year 2000 be impeded
by the ini 'uality that
exists?

America was well into
the nineteentn century
befire free, state-suprx)rted
schools became a reality.
Universal free public
schooling through high
school then became commonplace in the next
century. But the cost and
quality of education has
always been more or less
a function of where you
happen to live. If you trek
up the mouth of a mountain hollow (wade, after a
rain), you might find an
ill-equipped one-room
school. If you stroll from
your large suburban house
on the North Shore of
Chicago, you will find one
of America's best stafkd
and equipped high
schools.
Americans have largely
accepted this disparity
because they are accustomed to a system based
on local control of education funded by a local
property tax. In reality
though, the federal constitution gave the connul
and responsibility for
education to the states,
not to local political
jurisdictions. State constitutions provided for a
system of schools, typically requiring that it be a
"thorough and efficient,"
or "uniform" system.
States, to valying degrees,
controlled the content and
operations of schooling,
and for many years,
provided limited state
revenues for a "foundation" level of spending.
Over the decades, the
state share of education
spending grew.

As the 1970s began,
state constitutional provisions for education came
under sharp scrutiny and
several state court rulings
required a reduction in
spending disparities. This
period of legal challenge
and considerable state
action to reduce disparities, however, was followed by a return to
business as usual. The
legal scene heated up
again at the close of the
1980s as state education
financing systems once
again came under strong
attack, and change began
anew.
This brief report is
designed to inform a
general audience of the
data that exist on the state
of inequality in our
schools, and on the status
of the legal challenges
taking place. While
Americans largely agree
with the objective of
equality, not all agree
on what it means, or
what it will take to
achieve it. Such disagreements are resolved
through 1) the political
and legal process, 2)
professional judgment.
and 3) facts and objective
data. This report deals
only with the third category, and aims to provide infirmation that will
inform all parties to the
debate that is now taking
place.
The first section of the
report details the large
disparities that exist
among the states, within
the states, and within
local school districts.

I;

The second part shows
how these expenditure
disparities translate into
disparities in educational
pr()grams. While the jury
is still out on how much
these prc)gram disparities
translate into differences
in educational outcomes,
they are the basis for a
growing number of court
decisions striking dc vn
school funding systems.
New data are presented
from the results of the
1990 assessment of mathematics by the National
Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP), showing

a link between the
instructional materials and
resources that teachers
have available in the
classroom and the mathematics proficiency of
their students.
The third part describes
the first wave of court
decisions requiring
greater equity in educational expenditures that
began in 1971, and the
second wave that began
in 1989. The drastic
changes brought about by
these decisions in Texas,
Kentucky. and New Jersey
are described in some
detail.
The final section of this

report provides a summary and conclusion.
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Figure 1

Average Expenditure per Pupil, 1989-90
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INTRODUCTION

There are large differences in per student
spending for elementary
and secondary education
in the United States, as
this section will show.
First. comparisons are
made among average
state expenditures per
student, using gross
expenditures, expenditures adjusted for price
differences, and expenditures as a proportion
of personal income.
Second, average expenditure differences among
school districts within
states are presented,
contrasting expenditure
differences for schools
at the top and at the
bottom of the expenditure distribution.
Third, some data on
expenditure differences
within school districts
are presented.
DIFFERENCES
AMONG STATES

State spending for education differs enormously
(see Figure 1). The state
of New Jersey, fm
example, spent an average of $8,439 per student
in the 1989-90 school
year, more than three
times as mucin as the
$2,720 spent in Utah, the
lowest spending state.
However, these disparities are narrowed somewhat when cost-of-li:ing
differences among the
states are taken into
account. Expenditures
adjusted for cost-of-living
differences, shown in
Figure 2, show a range

Figure 2

Average Expenditure per Pupil, Adjusted for Cost-of-Living, 1989-90
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Note: Adjusted expenditures are unavailable for Alaska and Hawaii because of unique factors involving climate and
transportation.
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from $6,994 in New York
to $2,928 in Utah, making
the expenditures of the
highest spending state

more than double those
of the lowest spending
state.'
Of course, the states
also vary considerably in
their income and wealth,
and their absolute expenditures are not necessarily
a true measure of their
relative effort on behalf of
education. One way to
examine relative effort is
to look at how much each
state spends per student
as a proportion of its per
capita income. In Figure
3, states are arrayed by
the percent of their pers-mal income they spend
on elementary and secondary education. In
terms of this combined
measure of wealth and
effort, the range is from a
high of 7.8 percent in
Wyoming to a low of
2.9 percent in New
Hampshire, a ratio of over
two and a half to one.
The rankings by this
measure of resources and
effort shift considerably
from those based on
absolute expenditures.
New York and New
Jersey, first and second in
Figure I, drop considerably in the ranking. Utah,
dead last in absolute per
pupil expenditure, rises
toward the top in terms of
this measure of effort.

Figure 3

Education Expenditures in 1987-88 as a Percent of Personal Income in 1988
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DIFFERENCES
WITHIN STATES

Figure 4
Ratio of Education Spending Differences Between
High and Low Spending Groups of Districts, 1986-87
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Source: See Appendix Table 1.

Note: Ratio is the average expenditure of the 10 highest spending districts in the state divided by the average expenditure
of the lowest spending 10 districts. See also the note on Appendix Table 1.

As differences exist in
expenditures per pupil
among states, differences
also exist in school district
expenditures within a state.
Because school finance
experts use a variety of
measures to describe this
inequality, and since
dispersions of expenditures are being compared,
the story is not always a
simple one. In addition,
cost differences can affect
spending differences
within as well as across
states. One approach is to
compare school district
expenditure per pupil at
the 9Sth percentile of pupils
with the district expenditure at the Sth percentile.
Simply put, how much
more is spent by the
district near the top of the
distribution than by the
district near the bottom?
This is the approach used
in a study published by
the Decision Resources
Corporation and written
by Myron Schwartz and
jay Moskowitz, using data
for 1984-85 and for 197677. Based on the limited
comparisons allowed by
the data, the authors
conclude that "no major
changes in average equity
have occurred over that
period."
Figure .4 uses 1986-87
data from a study conducted by the Congressic mai Research Service.

In this study the average
expenditure of the 10
districts within a state
with the highest average
expenditures is called the
7

"highest spending," and
the average of the 10
districts with the lowest,
the "lowest spending."
The states are ranked by
the ratio of expenditures
per student in the highest
spending school districts
to expenditures in the
lowest spending school
districts.
According to these data,
Delaware. Maryland. and
Nevada are the nu)st

epitable. Ohio, Texas,
and New York are the
least. The actual dollar
differences in a high
'spending state such as
New York can be staggering, where the difference
between the 10p and the
bottom is over S6,000, nu H(

than nu)st states spend

per pupil on education.
While ratic)s show the
degree of inequality, the
absolute dollar differences
show what is available to
buy educat k ma I services.

A two to one difference in
Illinois is S1,150; a two
to one difference in
NIassachusetts is $3.300.
Some changes have

likely occurred since the
mid-1980s. According to a
repoil by Policy Analysis
for California Education
(PA(;E), Calikmlia*s
expenditUres per
are ruAv within a very

DIFFERENCES
WITHIN DISTRICTS
In the debate over eouity
and the requirements of
state constitutions, most
of the legal action has
focused on disparities
anumg distlicts. But there
are significant equity
questions within districts
as well. Over 30 years
ago, a study 01.

found that upper income
White children attended
better .scliools with better
facilities and staffing ratios
than children fnmi ntinority groups. More recent
research in IA)s Angeles
and St. Louis has found
similar patterns.
A study of New York
City by the Temporary
State Commission on
New Yc)rk City Sclmol
Governance found that

pupil-teacher ratios re
smaller in the poorer and
sell()()l5. I lo\V-

ever, they are staffed Willi
less experienced, less
educated. and less tenured teachers.
Disparities that exist
within 11i5tricts are not
easily reported because of
1.he large number of them:
there are over 15.000
school districts in the
"nited States. and studies

about them re few.

1111M)W band a Wu mgh

the measure used is not
Lomparable to the measures reported above).
Nothing, however, has
happened to change 'he
overall pictUre Of Widely
varying Llegrecs of disparities within the states.
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!low do these differences
in dolkirs spent transkite
into different resources

for mching? llow do
these differences show up
in poorer schools as c(mlpared to richer schools?
And how do different
resources 1.(n. teaching

affect learning outcomes?
Since school finance is

still tied to the property
tax (although less so as
the years go by), we
would expect that the
poorer school districts
would have fewer dollars
to spend, and therefiwe
less quantity and quality
in staff. facilities. and
instructional materials.

CONTRASTS
one source of information for comparing school
districts is actual court
cases on inequality
the

kind of infiirmation (wi
which judges have 1)ased
scho()I finance decisions.

In Alith!qua. a plaintifrs brief describes the
following condizions in
low spending school
districts: a kindergarten
through 12th grade
school with only (me
guit lance counselor for
over 1,000 students, an
elementary school with
no nurse or medical
professional. schools
without science laboratories. at rooms. or
music rt )oms. and with
plumbing in disrepair.
In Kentucky. the state
Supreme Court kiund
that p(mrer districts had
lower teacher salaries
and less adequate

programs in mathematics, science, foreign
languages. music,
and art.
In Ahnitana, svudies
commissioned by the
plaintiffs showed that
wealthy districts had a
ratio of 13 students per
teacher. compared to
ratios in the high 20s
and 30s in po(n. districts. Poor districts
were fimnd to have
substandard facilitie.s
outdated equipm,2nt
outdated textbooks
fewer offerings in
English and music.

In Norio:v(1', the
plaintiffs introduced
data showing that
foreign languages
werc studied at the
preschool level in
Montclair. a high
Mcome city. but not
until the 9ih or 10th
grades in Patersi n. a
poorer city
while Princeton I ligh
School had seven
science labs with Upto-LLte equipment,

there were few true
science dassnxwns at
Camden I ligh Sch()ol

\'Itile a fifth of
llth and 12th graders in wealthier
Moorestown participated in Advanced
Placement classes.

none were offered in
the distressed cities
of Camden or East
Orange.

In New York. data from
a court action showyd
that the wealthy

Shoreham-Wading
school district rep(med
spending S17.a00 per
pupil, had computers
in every classro(mt. and
a vast array of extracurricular prt )grams.

while in the much
poorer William Floyd
School District. nearly
half the students attend
classes in trailer-style
buildings because the

district cannot build
new ones.

A study of the state of
Pennsylvania by William
T. Hartman. published
in 1988, systematically
compared school districts
with high, medium. and
low average expenditures
per student. The study
addr,...sed the question
of how these different
levels of expenditures
translated into difkrences
in the quantity and quality of personnel and
instructional resources.
Expenditures per student
averaged $1,298 in the
highest spending gnmp
of districts. $2.7.59 in the
middle group. and 52.266
in the low spending
group. The disparities
were systematic (see
Figure 5).
The mil() of students
to teachers was Ili to
I in the highest spending group, 19 lc) in
the middle group. and
1

21 to 1 in the low

spending group.
Average teacher sol'Iries
were 528,065 in the
highest spending group,
S22.345 in the middle
9
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Figure 5

Relationship Between School District Expenditures and Pupil-Teacher Ratio, Teacher Salary and Experience,
and Instructional Expenditures in a Sample of Pennsylvania School Districts, 1984-85
1- Higher Spending Districts Have Smaller Classes,
Higher Paid and More Experienced Teachers,
and Higher Instructional Expenditures
Teacher Salary

Pupil-Teacher Ratio

High Spending
Districts

High Spending
amonnowe

Districts

Middle Spending
Districts

Middle Spending
Districts

Low Spending
Districts

Low Spending
Districts

14 to 1

16 to 1

18 to 1

22 to 1

20 to 1

18

Ratio

Middle Spending
Districts

Low Spending
Districts

26

28

Districts

.

Middle Spending
Districts

Low Spending
Districts

16

17

18

15

2

25

Thousands of Dollars
Years

Source: William T Hartman, "District Spending: What Do the DoHars Buy,"
Journal of Education Finance, 13, 4, Spring 1988, pp. 436-459
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30

High Spending

m..1111

15

24

Instructional Spending

wo..=1.

Id

22

Thousands of Dollars

Teacher Experience

High Spending
Districts

20

3

group, and $20,474 in
the low group.
Average teacher experience was 17 years in
the highest group, almost
16 years in the middle

gnmp, nd ilmost
years in the low gnmp.
mking only at direct
instructional expenditures per student, the
high gnmp spent $2,49.3,
the mkklle gnmp
$1,650, and the low
group $1,388.
IA

WHO GETS THE
RESOURCES?

Natkmal data on more
direct measures of variations in bask. instructkmal
materials, by the economic level of the student
body, are hard to come
by. One striking finding is
from the questionnaire
given to the teachers of
4th grade students
assessed in reading in

ls and resources they
seek, compared with
just 16 percent in
schools without poor
students (see Figure 61.

where 30 percent or
num. of the students
are p(mr, the teachers
()I just 12 percent of
students get all the
resources they seek.

In schools with the
!argest percent of poor
students, the teachers
of 59 percent of the
students say they get
only some or none of

Percent Poverty

assessment ol mathematics, teachers of 4th and
8th grade mathematics
students were asked,

materials and other
resources you need to
teach your class?" Results
are slu)wn in Figure 7 I.c)r
students whose teaehers
rep()rt that they are poorly
supplied.

get all or most: 40
percent get sunk. or
none in the disadvantaged urban areas. and
31 percent in the
extreme rural areas.

Students in Poor School Districts
Are More Likely to Lack
Instructional Resources

In the 199') NAEP

were asked, "What best
characterizes your situation with respect to
getting instructk)nal materials and other resources
you use to teach your
class?" They answered in

instructkmal materials
and resources they
need, and 90 percent

Figure 6
Percent of Fourth Grade Students with Teachers
That Report That They Get Some or None of the
Instructional Materials and Resources They Need
to Teach, by Percent of Poverty, 1988 NAEP
Reading Assessment

students rises. In sch(.4)Is

1988 by NAEP. Teachers

"some," or "none." From
previously Unpliblished
Ciala we have their
answers, classified on tlw
basis of what percentage
of students are poor.

In the 8th grade, only
10 percent of the
students in advantaged
urban lreati have
teachers who get only
some or none of the

For sclumls with no
children hekm the
poverty line, the teachers of 25 percent of
students get all the
instnictional materials
they seek. The peiventage declines as the
prop()rt ion ()FIN mr

"IIow %veil supplied are
you by your saionl system with the instructional

terms of "all," "inc)st,"

This was true also for
44 percent of students
in extreme rural aivas.

the instructional materi-
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10-19

In the ith grade in
advantaged urban
areas, only 15 percent
of the students liave
teachers who say they

20.29

get only some or none

30+

of what they need, with
85 percent getting all or
must, In disadvantaged
mixin a Nati, almost half
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(48 pment get just
5011k' Or font! of the

Source: See Appendix Table 2.

materials they need.
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adequacy of the instrudional

The 1990 NAF.1) Trial

state Assessment of 8th
grade mathematics
achievement in individual
states (public scho( l
students only) also
showed large differences
across states in teacher
perceptions of the

resources they received.
II

In Iowa, 85 percent of
the teachers of students
taking 8th grade mathematics gc)t all or most
of the instructional
matt..rials and resources

they need to teach.

Figure 7
Percent of Students with Mathematics Teachers
Who Report That They Get Some or None
of the Instructional Materials and Resources
They Need, by District Type, 1990 NAEP
Students in Disadvantaged
Urban and Extreme Rural Districts
Are More Likely to Lack
Instructional Resources and Materials

Advantaged Urban

The nic)t comprehensive effort to relate educational resources to
achievement remains the
1965 report, Equality cy'
Educational Opponu ?Illy,
by James S. Coleman.
When socioeconomic
NAF.I) assessments also
background was condisclose variation in the
trolled, the study found
availability of advanced
"that differences between
course offerings. In 1990,
sclumls account for only a
81 percent of 8th grade
small fractkm of differstudents in advantaged
ences in pupil achieveurban art..as were (aered
ment." Since then,
algdwa courses for high
researcheN haw not had
sclux)I placement, comthe luxury of a similarly
pared to 73 percent in
designed massive study
disadvantaged urban
focused On the relationareas and 55 percent in
betwecn school
extreme rural areas. In
characteristics and
Delaware, 98 percent of
achievement, and have
8th grade students were
had to make do with
offered algebra, compared analysis of data in studies
to about half in Arkansas
cksigned for other
and Montana.
purposes,
In Inuisiana and the

District of Columbia,
the teachers of just
12 percent of the
students said they got
all or most of what
they need.

In March 1990, 1irk! A.

Grade 4

TIIE DIFFERENCE
IT MAKES

Grade

Thus, it can be estabfished with national data
that educational resources
are unevenly distributed.
It is also clear that, on
average, students in
poorer areas are likdy to
have fewer educational
resources than those in
wealthier arc..as. There are
also wide variatkms in
the effectiveness of

Extreme Rural
Grade 4
Grade

Disadvantaged Urban

sclyx)ling, after differences
in socioeconotnic .status

Grade 4

Grade 6

are considered. flowever,
given the nature of the
resources that educational
10

20

30

40

50

Percent of Students Whose Teachers Lack Resources

Source: See Appendix Table 3.

rest..archers have identified in their studies, it is

not clear how resource
levels are related to educational achievement in
any systematic way.
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Ilanushek identified and
sunmiarized 187 such
studies. Of these, 152
looked at the rdationship
between the teacher-pupil
ratio and output measures
(usually test s('ores), 113
at teacher education, 1.10
at teacher expoience, 69
at teacher salaries, 65 at
expenditures per pupil,
7,i at facilities, and 61 at
"administrative i,iputs."
1 lanushek's general
conclusion was that
rewards spanning tuts decades and
observing iwrhuluance in mats)
different edswational settings
provides strong atsd consisWnt
evidence that expenditures art not
sstensativally Mated to student
achievensent. Moreover. the drasnatk
differences that exist its teacher.'
performance tome not been captured
by assy account of differences its
their backgrounds or classroom
behaviors.

Hanushek points out
the many weaknesses in
the individual studies he
summarizes, but gives
weight to the large number of them in his summary. Hanushek would
go beyond a focus on the
equalization of expenditures to the question of
how to change educational structures to
improve performance.
This is the conclusion
Kentucky reached, in its
effort at total reform, as
we will see later.
Another view of the
studies Hanushek summarized is offered by Policy
Briefs, mblished by the
Center for Policy Research
in Education:
Other researchers, while agreeing

that the data indkate link direct
effect on achievement of variations in
expenditures, reach different
conclusions. One argument Ls that
the studies themselves are fbwed and
do not address some important
variables. For example, it is particularly difficult to separate the effects
of variations ill school finances from
the effect of what money buys. Thus,
high quality teachers may opt for
lower salaries in dLstricts that pay for

high quality working conditions.
A second argument is that few studies
have controlled adequately for the
cost of purchasinr vervkes. Thm, a

relatively high per pupil expenditure
in a central city may not purchase
the same level of resources as a lower
per pupil expenditure in a less
costly setting.

Such studies have had
to deal with the difficult
statistical problem
resulting from the high
intercorrelation of spending with socio-economic
factors, making it difficult
to determine the effects
of spending alone.
Studies like those
Hanushek summarized

have been cited in the
courts hy those arguing
that there was no
evidence that inequality
of resources was responsible for inequality in
educational achievement.
In considering such
arguments, Judge Steven
L. Lefelt of the state of
New jersey rendered
judgment:
I...FIND that the existing education
research is relatively primitive and
does not reveal very much about
student learning and therefore does

not compel the rekction of input
equanution or input comparisons
between and among dishicis.

Because these studies
were generally developed
for other purposes, the
data they use are largely
gross measures, such as
total expenditures per
pupil or years of education of teachers. They
have not probed the
classroom factors that
affect learning. A new
generation of studies
designed for this specific
purpose will be necessary
if research is to play a
constructive role in critical
legal and policy debates.
However, isolating the
critical factors will likely
not be easy through largescale survey research
techniques, in view of the
complicated interactions

and school officials. For
example, in the 1990
assessment of mathematics (previously referred
to), the teachers of the
students assessed were
asked, "How well supplied are you by your
school system with the
instructional materials and
other resources you need
to teach your class?"
In Figure 8, states participating in the assessment of 8th grade
mathematics are grouped
by the percentage of
students with teachers
saying that they get only
some or none of the
instructional materials or
resources they need. It
can he seen that in
general, the larger this
percentage, the lower the
average proficiency of
students within the state,2
In the case of gross expendi-

tures per student, there
was little relationship to
average mathematics
proficiency, in line with
previous research. And
there was only a relatively
weak relationship
between how much the
state spent per student
and whether the teachers
had sufficient instructional
materials.

involved.

Perhaps greater use
could be made of the
relatively untapped data
sources in the assessments by NAFP, such as
its comprehensive subject
matter assessments and
the questionnaires filled
out by students, teachers,

In statistical terms, the correkitim
is.854. mvaning that 72 percent
(,H54 squared) of the variation in
proficiency is associated with the
variation in these teacher reports of
lack of instructional matrials and
resources. After contiolling for the
educational level of parents, the
corrdation is .H50, basically
unchanged. When the states are
weighted by the number of students

in the state, the correlation is .72.

NAEP provides a source
of information on instructional conditions and
achievement that should
be more fully exploited.
Resolving the issues of
equality being debated in
a growing number of
states will require far
greater illumination than
is available from the
efforts thus far.
Academic debate continues on the relationship
of variations in educational resources to educational outcomes. One
school finds no systematic
relationship and argues
that a more equitable
distribution of resources
will do little to advance
educational achievement,

and that the nation needs
to get on with reform and
restructuring. Another
school believes that
indeed, addressing this
inequity is at least one
key to improving education, and that such inequity should not be
allowed to stand on the
basis of values, if not on
educational efficiency.
The courts, of course, are
addressing legal concepts
of equity, not academic
ones, nor general educational effectiveness.
There is, however, a
reconciliation between
these views; they are not
mutually exclusive. The
failure to find a relationship between school
expenditures and student
achievement indicates that
how money is spent has
to be taken into account.
Achieving greater equity
in the distribution of
13
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educational resources can
go hand-in-hand with
broad educational reform.
The case of Kentucky,
described in the next
section, is '4in example of
how hoth can be dealt
with at the same time.

At some point, the
distinction between
resource differences and
educational approadles
begins to blur, since all
tpproaches require
resources. Educational
policy is inevitably

concerned both about the
distribution of resources
and viable approadies to
educating students. The
courts will continue to

view the flatter of equity
in the context of state
constitutional requirements, and legal concepts
tracing back ctmturies,
What the courts conclude

Figure 8

about equity will often be
different than what the
public and its representatives decide to do in
reshaping American education for the year 200o.

Relationship Between the Availability of
Instructional Materials and Resources and
NAEP Mathematics Proficiency, Grade 8, 1990
Students in Classrooms
Lacking Instructional Materials
and Resources Have Lower
Average Mathematics Proficiency

Slates in which the
percentage of students
in classrooms lacking
instructional materiats
and resources is:

Greater than 45%

Between 41 and 45% --Between 36 and 4096

!

Between 31 and 35%

Between 26 and 30%

Between 21 and 25%

20% or Less r-

220

240

260

280

300

Average Proficiencu (Scale 0,500)

'Percent of students whose teachers report that they get some or none of
the instructional materials and resources they need. For the source and a list
of states in each group, see Appendix Table 4.
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During colonial times,
education took place in
private schools and attendance was generally
limited to) students whose
parents could afford the
tuition. Tins type of pri-

sought. including the use
of state lotteries and kind
sales. Since a personal
Monne tax was nut 11

viable option during this

the New England colonies, where two schools
had been established by

perk )d. most localities
turned to what seemed to
be the most feasible and
equitable reVehtle SUllee
a tax on real property.
The primary responsi-

1635. In 16.12 the Nlassa-

bility fur schooling in the

chusetts "Clencral Court,"
the state legislative bokly,
decreed that "ye chosen
men" shoukl have the
AVCI lo) hule ll parents
and masters who were

nited States rests \\ ith
state government; the
federal constitution is
silent about education,
leaving it as an "implied
power" of the states. As a
result, state wnstitutions
authorize their legislatures
to maintain a system of
"uniform" schools or
provide a "thorough and
efficient" system of
education.

Vale edllealloWl begah in

neglectful in "training up
their children." This law
pn)claimed state authority
uver itarents, but not over
the operation of schools.
Five years later, the
Massacluisetts I..i \\*

I()(7 required every town
of 50 or more families to
appoint 11 waiter. Every
town of 100 or more
families was further
required to appoint a
schoolmaster to give
instruction in Latin grammar to prmare boys for
college. Called the "New
England patient," tIns
arrangement allowed the
use of public funds fur
education.).

Public recognition of
the need for "C01111nOn
SChuNs" deVelUped

ing the early nineteenth
century. At first. schools
had been funded by
tuition receipts and fees.
As the free school movement gained inunwntum.
however, and the number
of students and schools
grew. new ways to
finance the schools were

FINANCING
THE SCHOOLS
While revenues for
elementary and secondary
education have long come
fn)in the local. state, and
federal gOVernIllents.
Share ur the education pie
has changed over time
(see Figue W. State aid
for o..clucation, the largest

single line item in state
budgets. has increased to
nearly half of total e(lucation) funding: local funding lkis decreased, and
the federal share of education ( whicit ruse during
the 50 years prior to 1040)
has dwindled from) a high
of about 10 percent during the late 1970s to
about 0 percent today.
The major rule of state
aid is to compensate fur
schml districts' vastly

differing abilities to pay
for education, as (then
measured by property tax
bases. In addition, state
aid targets special po pulations. e.g., students with

disabilities or in need of
compensatory education.
Local reVehtleS are the
result uh. the wealth and

tax effort of the community. This close relationship between wealth and
revenues makes it possible fur a rich school
district to raise more
revenue fur education
than a pool!' district, even
though both are applying
the same tax rate. State
education aid is designed
uVercUtne the disparities in revevues that are
caused by variations in
local wealth.
The federal gowernment's role is small. over-

all. ranging from a low of
abonit 3 percent. of total
education revenues in
New I lampshire in 1988
to a little over 1 3 percent

in Ilawaii. Rut while the
federal governinent has
been cutting back on
domestic programs since
the I970s, its rule is strategic because it assures
services 1.(,,,r disabled,

pour, and educationally
disadvantaged students.
The result of this school
finance system is that, in

spite of high tax taws,
taxpayers in poor school
districts cannot generate
sufficient revenue fur an
adequate school systeuii
or one that matches their
more fortunate neighbors.
For the last 20 years,
courtrooms across the
.

IS

his son's school about the
quality of services available. The principal told
him that the school district simply could not
afford more or better
instruction and counseled
the father to move to one
of the wealthier nearby
distticts. The senior
Serrano viewed this
advice, no matter how
well intentioned, as
worthless; he was not

country have been dealing with this situation.
The next section of this
report briefly describes
the two waves of school
finance litigation that have
swept the nation, and the
resulting state responses.
ME FIRST WAVE
In 1967, John Serrano, a
father in a Los Angelesarea school district, com-

plained to the principal of

Figure 9
Trends in Public Elementary and Secondary
School Revenue Sources, 1920-1989
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able to move. Instead, he
joined with others and
brought suit against state
officials. This suit, Serrano
V. Priest, questioned the
constitutionality of the
manner in which Califmnia financed its schools.
In this landmark case,
the Supreme Court of
California found that the
state school finance system depended on the
property tax base of each
district. Vast differences in
this wealth created huge
disparities in the revenues
available to individual
districts and in their education expenditures. The
court found that these
gross funding disparities
violated the state constitutional guarantees of equal
protection.
Since krrano, 26 other
states have had school
finance court decisions.
The constitutionality of'
the systems was upheld in
14 states; in 13 states the
school finance systems
were declared unconstitutional (see Ftgure 10 and
the Table on the next
page). The success of
plaintiffs in the state
courts was not necessarily
related to the type or
magnitude of expenditure
and wealth disparities
presented in the litigation.
Rather, outcomes
depended largely upon
the level of scrutiny a
state court applied to its
school finance system,
and how it interpreted the
state's education clause.
Generally, when courts
applied a "strict scrutiny"
standard of review,3 the

school finance system was
truck down. When courts
applied a "rational basis"
standard,4 the school
finance system was
genera'y upheld. Courts
difkred in their determinations when the challenge was based on the
state's education clause,
even when the language
of the clause was strikingly similar.

This first wave of
school finance cases
focused primarily on
disparities in educational
expenditures across districts in a state, and on
the relationship between
the revenue and wealth of
school districts. Suits in
New York (Levi(town v.
A'yquist) and Maryland
(Somerset County Board
f Education v. Hornbeck),

however, introduced the
unique educational and
fiscal needs of urban
areas into school finance
litigation (although the
'Omits will subject a state's actions
to "strict scrutiny" if the plaintiffs'
claim involves either a wi)U p being
treated differently (a suspect
classification) such as race. or
fundanwntal rights or interests such
as speech. religion, or voting.
7nder this standard, compelling
state interest must be served for the
legislation to pass ciinstittitkinal
muster. In school finance cases, the
wurt must determine that education

is a fundamental right bekire it will
appiy a "strict scrutiny" standard.
'If education is determined not to
be a fundanwntal right, ciiurts
traditkinally apply a "rational
means" test. I 'nder this test,
challenged legislatkin will lx
upheld if it furthers a "legitimate"
stak. interest. bears a ratiowl
relatkinship to the ends kir which it
was established, and does not make
arbitrary or invidkius distindkins
between classes of persons.

courts did not decide in
favor of the plaintiffs).
Lawyers for the cities in
these states alleged that

by measuring the ability
of school districts to support education only in
terms of property wealth
per pupil, traditional state
aid systems worked to the
detriment of large urban
school systems which
were, for the most part,
above average in property
wealth. They argued that
equalization aid formulas
failed to take into account

four "overburdens"
education, municipal
services, cost, and absenteeism5
that further
constrained the ability of
urban districts to fund
their schools. The brief
for the interveners in
Levit!,nvn v. Nyquist
sumlited up the objections
of the urban districts in
one sentence: "While the
5Education ovelburden reflects the
higher costs that urban school
systems face to educate large
numbers of students w:th special
educational needs, such as
educational and economic
disadvantages, limited English
proficiency, and physical and
mental disabilities. Municipal
services twerburden reflects the fact
that the high needs of urban
populations for police, fire,
sanitation, and welfare services
impose a massive drain on the tax
dollars of urban districts, leaving
less of each tax dollar lOr educatiim
than in suburban and rural districts.
The urban tax dollar also buys
fewer educational services than the
same dollar in suburban and rural
areas because operating costs for
educat i in are unaviiidably higher in
cities than in other areas (cost
otvrburden). The use of attendance
rather than enrollment counts in
state aid formulas further penalizes
large city districts because of the
higher absenteeism rates of urban
pupils labsenteeton otvrburden).

public education fiscal
burden of the large urban
districts is by far the
greatest in the state, the
levels of state education
assistance they receive are
almost the lowest."

THE STATES RESPOND
Prodded by actual or
threatened lawsuits, over
35 states enacted new or
revised education aid
programs between 1971
and 1985. This wave of
legislation had several
effects on education
finance. First, as seen
earlier in Figure 9, the
state share of education
funding increased to
nearly 50 percent. Second,
average per pupil expenditures, adjusted for inflation, grew 43 percent.
Third, many states revised
their school finance systems in ways that more
equitably distributed
money between propertypoor and propertywealthy districts. Fourth,
states also developed
better programs to meet
the special educational
needs of students.
By 1985, all states
funded services to students with physical and
mental disabilities, 16
states provided direct aid
for compensatory education programs or to districts with large numbers
of poor children, and 12
states funded bilingual
education programs.
These reform laws had
a limited impact on the
fiscal equity of school
funding systems, however. In spite of greater

State Court Decisions in School Finance Cases
State Courts Declared
School Finance
Formulas Constitutional
First Wave
State
Year (s)

State Courts Declared
School Finance
Formulas Unconstitutional
First Wave
State
Year (s)

Arizona

1973

California

Michigan

1973

New Jersey

1973

Idaho

1975

Kansas

1976

Oregon

1979

Wisconsin

1976

1979, 1987

Connecticut

1977

Ohio

1979

1978

Georgia

1981

Washington
West Virginia

Colorado

1982

Wyoming

1980

New York

1982, 1987

Arkansas

1983

Maryland

1983

Pennsylvania

Second Wave

1971, 1976

1979, 1988

Second Wave

Oklahoma

1987

Montana

1989

North Carolir.a

1987

Kentucky

1989

Louisiana

1988

Texas

1989

south Carolim

1988

New Jersey

1990

Tenneswe

1991

Source: Franklin el. u. (1990)

equalization and more
categorical Liid, inequities

in the rinding of education pe, 'sted. Using
multiple equity measures
and data from 49 states,
Schwartz and Moskowitz
(1988) reported little
change in spending equity
within states between the
1976-77 and 1984-85
school years. They found,
however, that state revenues had some moderat-

ing effect on inequality
and that federal revenues
had a similar, but smaller,
impact. More detailed
studies of individual states
showed that, in most
cases, early equity gains
were eroded in the late

These studies highlighted factors that threatened the equity of school
finance reforms over time:
differential growth in local
tax bases; the ability and
willingness of wealthy
school districts to maintain high levels of tax
effort and the reluctance
of most states to "cap" the
spending of such school
districts; the cushion of
save-harmless clauses
(mechanisms that protect

districts from reductions
in aid); disequalizing
categorical aid programs;
and the growing educational needs of poor
urban and rural
communities.

1970s and early 1980s.
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Figure 10

State School Finance Court Decisions

System declared constitutional
System declared unconstitutional
HI

No Symbol No case filed or litigation in progress

Source Franklin, D L et al "The Constitutionality of the K-12 Funding System in Illinois
Volume II 1990 Supplement MacAdhur/Spencer Series Number 15 Normal. IL
Center for the Study of Educolional Finance. Illinois Slate Univeisily, 1990
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THE SECOND WAVE
Judicial and legislative
activity in school finance
slowed considerably in
the second.half of the
1980s. In the wake of A
Nation at Risk (1983) and
other national reports on
the condition of education
in the United States,
policymakers directed
their attention toward
efficiency, excellence, and
choice in education and
away from issues of
equity in educational
opportunity.
During the mid-1980s,
states strengthened high
school graduation standards, raised teacher
training and certification
requirements, upgraded
curriculum standards, and
expanded student competency testing. States
focused more attention on
educational outcomes
such as achievement than
on educational resources.
The year 1989 marked
a resurgence of interest
and activity in school
finance. After four littlenoted defeats in school
finance system court cases
in 1987 and 1988 (Oklahoma, North Carolina,
Louisiana, and South
Carolina), plaintiffs succeeded in overturning
school finance systems in
Montana (Helena School
District v. State of Montana), Kentucky (Rose v.
Me Council for Better
Education), and Texas
(Edgewood v. Kirby). In
the next year, the New
jersey Supreme Court
declared the state's 1975
school finance reform law

unconstitutional as
applied to the 30 poorest
urban school districts
(Abbott v. Burke). Tennessee followed in 1991.
New funding formulas
were enacted in four
states, as well as in
Nebraska, Oklahoma, and
Louisiana. New school
finance suits also were
filed in 21 states.6
The fundamental legal
issues did not change
between the first and
second waves of litigation. Plaintiffs in the five
successful court suits
asserted that wealth-based
disparities in education
expenditurer resulted in
unequal educational
opportunities for students
from property-poor districts. The courts based
their decisions on the
states' education and/or
equal protection clauses,
and each decision
reflected the unique legal,
educational, political, and
social context of the state.
These decisions, however, represented a departure from the past in
several ways. They
focused on disparities in
actual programs offered,
as well as wealth and
expenditure disparities;
expanded definitions of
what state constitutions
require of education
systems; moved toward
requiring the equalization
of expenditures, and
away from an equalization of the ability to raise
education revenues;
emphasized the needs of
educationally disadvantaged children; and, in

Kentucky, called for a
total restnicturing of the
education governance, as
well as finance, system.
With litigation still
ongoing in 21 states it is
hard to predict where it
will all take us by the year
2000. But after a period of
quiescenct!, school
finance reform is back
with a fury in a considerable number of states.
However, the states are
not all moving in
lockstep, and courts in a
substantial number of
states have given finance
systems a clean bill of
health, at least from the
standpoint of compliance
with state constitutions.
Wanwhile, forces moving
many states toward inequity still operate, and the
net effect of new laws
pulling one way, and
strong forces pulling
another, is hard to predict.

'The 21 statt.s are Alabama, Alaska,

Fhirida, ldaiu, Ii)in i, Indiana.
Kansas. Massachusetts, M innesota ,

Mismiuri, New Ilampshire. New
York, Mirth I bkotii, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Oregon. Pennsylvania.
Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Virginia, and Washington.
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THREE
STATES

As the decade of the
1990s opens, states may
be justifiably nervous
about the possibility of
further htigation. Three
states where systems
recently have been overturned are described here
in more detail. While the
decision in Texas was
fairly traditional, the Kentucky decision raises the
possibility that school
finance litigation can
bring the entire structure
of the education system
under scrutiny. The New
jersey case demonstrates
that it is possible to locus
a decision on the way a
school finance system
afkcts particular school
districts, not all districts.
TEXAS

Mgewood z. Kirby (1989)
summarized the extensive
disparities in wealth,

expenditures, and programs fmnd across Texas'
1.057 school districts and
three million school children. The state Supreme
Court justices imposed a
judicial standard of equity
known as "fiscal neutrality." requiring that school
district revenues be "substantially equal" at similar
levels of district tax eflOn.
In 1985-86, the 300,000
students in the wealthiest
districts had eight times

the property wealth of the
300,000 students in the
poorest communities. The
disparity in property
wealth between the
Edgewood Independent
School District and the
neighboring district of
Alamo Heights was typi-

cal: $39,000 per pupil in
Edgewood, compared
to $570.000 in Alamo
Heights.

As the state's minimum
fimndation aid formula
did not cover even the
state-mandated minimum
requirements, districts
relied heavily on local
revenues to support their
education programs. The
court found that expenditures ranged from $2,000
to $19,000 per pupi;; the
poorest districts spent, on
average, $2,000 per pupil
less than the wealthiest
district.s in .spite of higher
tax rates.
The court determined
that education expenditures have a "real and
meaningful impact on the
educatkmal opportunity
ofkred...studentIsl." At the
time of the trial, onethird of the state's school
districts did not meet the
state-mandated standards
for class size. One poor
school district, San
Elizario I.S.D., offered no
pre-kindergarten program:
no foreign language,
chemistry, physics. or
calculus courses; no college preparatory or honors program; and virtually
no extraairricular activities such as band, debate,
or football. In spite of one
of thc most extensive
state-funded preschool
programs in the country,
a number of the poores
school districts in Texas
cannot ufford to participate.
The court set May 1990
as the ueadline for the
legislature to establish a
nelA state funding system,
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threatening to close the
state's schools if an
acceptable plan %vcre not

developed. When the
legislature developed its
new funding plan, however, it was immediately
challenged, and a state
trial court agreed that the
new plan did not meet
the court mandate. On
April 11, 1991. the state
legislature finally passed a
plan that was accepted by
the court, but is extremely
contnwersia I.
Tnder the new system.
dubbed the "Robin Hood"
plan, school districts with
high property values will
shift money to districts
with low property values
within regional taxing
districts created along
county lines. Each of the
new tax districts will have
a minimum property tax
rate. Revenues will be
distributed equally throughout the school systems
within the taxing district.
As a result of this plan,

a new, or at least more
visible, opponent to
school finance reform has
wealthy
arisen in Texas
school districts, which
until now largely stayed
out of court battles
between state officials
and IN)or districts. Dis-

tricts in the richest ixtts
of the state, which stand
to lose millions of dollars
while their residents are
charged higher taxes,
contend that the new la bv
is unconstitutional
because it amounts to a
statewide property tax
and imposes levies without prior voter approval.

Moreover-, rich districts

warn the equity plan will
undermine the state's top
schools
the plan, they
contend, emphasizes
equity at the expense of
excellence and accountability.

The activism by the
richer districts represents
an important shift in the
school finance debate,
which has been dominated by the poor districts
that won two unanimous
rulings from the state
Supreme Court.
KENTUCKY

A famous Kentuckian and
writer during the 1920s.
when "hundreds of Kentucky farmers had better
barns in which to stable
mules, bulls, and sows
than school rooms for
their children." Jesse
Stuart dreamed of a day
when Kentucky chiklren
would no longer have
to "grow up like
uncultivated plants." As
the 1980s drew to a dose,
however, Kentucky was
often regarded as one of
the worst school systems
in the nation; a state at or
near the bottom in hidicators like spending, graduation rates, and literacy.
Management problems,
nepotism, and tax fraud
were thought to be widespread among districts.
'Much (q. the factual material Amu
Kentucky is drawn In nn iti
excellent case study. See Ronald
Ihive, Jr.. Acorns in a Mountain

Pool: Me Role Mitigation, tam
and latlyCIN in Kentucky Mucation
Refarm. Lexington, KY: Prichard
t:ommitkv for Academic
Excellence, 1991.

In 1986, the wealthiest
district in Kentucky spent
$4,361 per pupil, while
the poorest district spent
$1,767 per pupil, producing a wide gap in the
quality of facilities and
programs. Court records
showed that poor schools
hekl classes in inferior
buildings and were
unable to provide students with an advanced
curriculum. While many
rural districts in the eastern part of the state could
not even afford textbooks
or books for their libraries, wealthier districts
were purchasing computers for their classrooms.
These inequities were
reflected in differences in
achievement test scores
and graduation rates.
On November 20, 1985,
a lawsuit called Rose t'.
Council ji». Better Education, Inc. was Ned in
Circuit Court. The plaintiffs were the Council for
lieler Education, Inc.,
seven local school lumrds,
and 22 public school
students suing on behalf'
of themselves and the
class of all school children
in similarly poor school
districts. The plaintiffs
alleged that the state's
"statutory structure fin.
funding public schools"
was inadequate, inequitable, and in violation of'
the state constitutional
provision requiring "an
efficient system of common schools throughout
the state."
They also complained
that students from poor
districts had been denied

due process and equal
protection under both the
United States and Kentucky constitutions. Plaintiffs sought a declaratory
judgment and a court
order "commanding the
General Assembly to
increase the funding for
public schools in an
anumnt sufficient to provide an equitable and
adequate funding program for all school
children."
On June 8, 1989, the
Kentucky Supreme Court
declared the entire school
system unconstitutional.
The court directed the
General Assembly to go
back to the drawing

board and create a new
system that provided
adequate and equal educational opportunities for
all of' the state's students.
The state legislature complied with the court's
mandate by en;xting the
Kentucky Educatkm
Refin.m Act of' 1990,

financed by a tax increase.
This new reform law
radically reshaped the
curriculum, governance.
and finance of' Kentucky's
schools.
Some of' the features of'
the reform are rewards
and sanctions tied to
school performance,
school-based management and decision making, pre-school programs
for at-risk children, and a
state-wide performance
assessment program. The
law also provides a guaranteed level of per pupil
funding and a method for
raising poor districts to

the spending level of
wealthier districts.
According to recent
accounts in the education

press, over the course of
the last year or so, many
Kentucky schools have
raised local tax rates arid
received a corresponding
increase in state aid;
initiated pre-school programs for poor four-yearolds and extended-day
tutorial programs; and
launched planning and
site-based decision making, ungraded primary
classr(mms, and community service centers.
Finally, despite a mammoth increase in state
taxes, Kentuckians appear
to have weathered both
the ..urrent recession and
the last round of elections
without any signs of the
sort of tax revolt seen in
many other states. The
cost of the education
program has also been a
secondary topic in this
year's gubernatorial primaries, and acceptance of
educmion reform continues to be reflected in statewide polling. Kentucky
appears to be recovering
from what the trial court
judge referred to as the
state's "extreme case of
educational malnutrition."
NEW JERSEY

When the Supreme Court
declared New Jersey's
school finance system
unconstitutional on June
5, 1990, it was the eighth
time in 20 years that the
state's highest court ruled
on school finance litigatkm. That decision, Abbott
21
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U. Burke (Abbott 11). was

IJk1211 ink

the first scluml finance
case in the country, however, to:

years, disparities in per

rule on the constitutionality of an education
finance law specifically
designed to respond to
a prior court decision

address the unique
educatkinal and fiscal
needs of children living
in poor urban areas
require a state to assure
that poor urban districts
have more money to
spend on education
than wealthy suburban
districts

It ll began in early
1970 when the cities of
Jersey City. Paterson,
Plainfield. and East
Orange joined Jersey City
student Kenneth Robins(m
and his parents iv a challenge to the corv,tit ill ion-

ality of the state's school
finance system. That
decision, Robinson v.
( [97 3), used

:xpenditure disparities
that were due to %-aria-

!ions both in school disprciperty wealth and
in tax rates as the basis
f(ir overturning tile state's
school finance system.
The resu;ting 1975 state
refiwin law (The Public
School Educati(m Act of
1974.0. funded with a new
state income tax, saw the
state share in education
expenditures rise from 28
to .10 percent and expenditure disparities lessen. A
de..ade later. however,
dis?arities had worsened.
evert when inflation was
22

efficient. The justices
found that:

pupil property %%.ealth

doubled from 5.5 to I to
I to I. Expenditure
disparities. in real ckillars,
grew Inim $900 to $2,122
per pupil between Itigh
and low spending
I

districts.8

In I98I, the Educatkm
Law Center flied a complaint in New Jersey
Superkw Ccwirt on behalf
of 20 children attending
public schools in Camden,
East Orange, Irvington,
and .1ersey City. They
claimed that the state
education finance system
caused significant expenditure and program disparities between poor
urban and wealthy suburban districts. leaving poor
urban districts unable to
mc.1 the educatkmal
needs of their students.
They also argued that the
state system violated the
"du wough and efficient"

nd equal protection
clauses of the state constitution and the law against
discriminatkm.
After nine years of
panying in legal and
administrative f(irums, the
New Jersey Supreme
Court ruled in I990 that
thi.. state aid system was
unconstitutional as
applied to poorer urban
districts because the education delivered w;IS
neither tlumiugh nor

111C.1'411V IICd

Achigc v\ptlidittirt-,

ith

Under the present system...the
poorer the district and the greater Ps
need. the less the m .. ey available,
and the worse the education...
Education has failed there. ko both
the student and the state.

Tile New Jersey high
court's ruling zeroes in on
both the plight of poor
urban children and the
obligation of the state to
educate them:
The cities have den riorawd and their
Ithe students't l!res are often bleak.
Tlwy live in a culture where schools,
studying. and llll tework arc second.
ary. Their test *wort's, their dropout
rate, tlwir attenealwe at college, all
indicate a severe failure of education.
While education is largely absent
from their lives, we get some ides of
What is present front the crime rate,
disease rate, drug addiction rale,
teenage pregnancy rate, and the
unemployment raw. Without an
effective education they are likely to
remain enveloiwd in this
environment.

All the llll ey that suppiwts education is public money. kwal llll
less titan state lll wy. It is authorited
and controlled, in terms of source.
al ll unt, distribution, and use. by the
state. Tlw students of Newark and
Trenton are no less citliens than
their friends in Millburn and
Princeto m. They are entitled to lw
treated equally, to lwgin at tlw same

starting line.

meet the requireset, the
ments the
Quality Education Act uf
1990 (QEA 1) was signed
into law on July 3. 1990
allocating an additional
$ I. I billion to the state's
public schools, with much
of tile !Willey going to the
po(trest urban clktricts,
called "special needs"
districts. Before the 199192 school year ILO
started. luiwcver. intense
political maneuvering in

response to voter anger
over increases in the sales
and income taxes resulted
in new legislative pro11

gram (QEA II) that
drained about $360
million from the school

aid fund and redirected
the funds to municipal
property tax relief. In
addition, strict spending
caps were imposed On
scluiol districts. Tlus
ineans tliat 30 percent. or
$229 million, of the $77-1
million left for "new-

school aid cannot be
spent on education, but
must be used to kiwer
local school taxes.
As a result, the attorney
for the plaintiffs in Abbott
is now contending that
the new law (QEA II) has
actually widened the
sp2nding gap between
utban and suhurban
school districts and is
unconstitutional. After 20
years of legal wrangling
over illy educati(mal
rights of poor urban club
dren. New Jersey is back
in court.

After the Puritans built
their houses, provided for
their livehhood, and
created places to wo)rs)ip,
they longed "to advance
Learning and perpetuate it
to Posterity." In 16/12 the
Bay Colony decreed free
publiL 42ducati( in in

town of 100 families.
Writing in 18,0), I lo)race
Nlann said:
The instinnien of a free.school
system on so broad a basis. and of
such ample proportions appears still
more remarkable when we consider
the period in the world's history at
which 3 was originated, and the
fewness and poverty of the iwople hy
vlimil it was maintained.

By fits and starts this

first akin at free sdiools
grew to become a universal system of public education. Fow centuries the

"poopk by whom it was
maintained" remained the
inhabitants of such) towns,
and later, cities. The local
inhabitants taxed whatever wealth they had, and
as their wealth (and their
"longing" four learning)
varied, so Ilk! the amount
they spent on these free
schools. The economic
position Of the family
determined the economic
circumstances of the
child, and the combined
economic circumstances
of the I mu les of a local
community determined

the sdlool economy of
the student.
In about 1930 the local
share of expenditures low
elementary and secondary

education, which was still
83 percent, began to fall
as the states, then the
federal government,

began to pick up a larger

Constitution left the pnwiskin of educatkin as an
implied power of the

in-state inequalities was
Serrano v. Priest. It began
when John Serrano,
whose son attended
school in a Los Angeles

states, and states were

school district, Co H11-

quick to make their
responsibilities explicit in
their constitutions. For

plained to the school
principal about the qualio;
of services available. Ile
was WIC' the district could
not all( )rd better, and to
get what he wanted he
woukl have t( i Mc we to a
wealthier district. Instead,

share Of the tab. The 11.S,

decades, the nation
mowed along quite comfortably with a system
largely operated and

financed Itically, but with
the formal power and
responsibility residing
clearly with the state. The
disparities in the wealth
of oimmunities (and their
commitment to education)
continued to be reflected
in disparities in the
financing of their educa-

Mr. Serrano) tox)k the state

to court, questioning the
constitutionality of the
manner in which Calikirnia financed its schools.
In 1971, the Supreme
Coun of Califinnia foRInd
that the gross school
funding disparities based

tion systems.

on the wealth Of a ticl1001

The degree of inequality in our system of education spread through our
national awareness in the
mid-1960s. What became
known as the Coleman
Rep;irt, Equality of Educational Opportunity, mandated by act of Congress,
riveted attention on differences in educational
chievement. Thlt same.
year, Arthur Wise asked in
an article referring to the
federal oinstitutioa, "Is
the denial of equal education constitutional?" Other
reports and analyses
followed.
Born a few years later
was a realization that
perhaps the provisions
in state constitutions
required that resources fig
education be provided
equitably wilhin state.
The court case that
focused attention on

district violated the state
constitutioinal guarantees
of equal protection.
After that Catie, a wave
of school finance rulings
washed through the
courts. From 1971 through
1983, nine state financing
systems were declared
unconstitutimal by state
coffins. These rulings
focused primarily on
disparities in educational
expenditures across districts, and on the relatioinships between the
revenue fon. schools and

the wealth of scluiol
districts. In New York and
Maryland. however, consideration of the unique
needs of scluiols in urban
areas entered the fray.
Prompted by these

rulings and prodded by
litigation winding its way
through court systems,
ovei. 35 states enacted
23
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new or revised educatkm
aid programs between
1971 and 1985. The state

share of education funding leaped forward awin,
and average expenditures
increased as w01. Funding systems were revised
in many states to nu)re
equitably distribute
money among propertypoor and propertywealthy districts. Programs

were developed to meet
the special educatkm
needs of scnne students,
I1owever, despite these
actions, researchers

reported little change
between 1976-77 and
1984-85 in fiscal equity
within the states. Early
gains in the 1970s were
eroded by differential
growth in local tax bases,
wealthy distrids c(mtinuing to spend more, growing needs in poor urban
and rural areas, and other
factors that offset earlier
state action,

A new wave of activity
began in 1989. Since that
time, plaintiffs succeeded
in overturning school
finance systems in Mcmtana (1989), Kentucky
(1989), Texas (1989), New
Jersey (again in 1990),
and Tennessee (1991).

This report briefly
describes the proceedings
in New jersey, Kentucky,
and Texas. The deciskm
in Texas was fairly traditkmal, but the remedy has
turned the wealthy districts against the new
system. The Kentucky
decision resulted in the
state revamping the entire
educational system, and

New jersey addressed the
unique situation of children attending school in
poor urban areas. As this
is written, litigatkm is
proceeding in 21 states.

flow uniqual are our
students' educations now,
as we enter the last
decade of the century?
Average expenditures
per student range from
almost $8,500 in New
Jersey clown to $2,720

in lltah. After adjusting
for cost-of-living differences, they range from
just under S7,000 in
New York to just under
$3,000 in (1tah.
States vary bc)th in their

wealth and their willingness to spend on
education. Wyoming
spends almost 8 percent of its personal
income on education
and New I lampshire
3 percent. The ranking
of the states changes
considerably when the
degree of effort is
taken into account.
New Jersey, second on
an absolute basis,
drops to about the
middle on this relative
basis. Utah rises fnmi
last to the top tier.
Disparities are also
considerable within states,
and this degree of disparity also varies widely.
In New York, the high
spending school districts
spend 162 percent num..

than the kw spending
ones, contrasted with
Maryland where the high
spending districts spend

just 2,1 percent inc)re.

In the middle range
(Oklalumia, Kansas, and
Maine) the high distrids
spend halt' again as much
as the low ones.
Down at the level
of the school buikling and
the classroom, what are
the results of such
differences?

In Alabama

schools

with bad plumbing, no
science laboratories, no
art rooms, or no music
rooms
In New Jersey

one

high school with seven
science laboratories,
and another with few
true science classrooms
at all
schools
In Montana
with substandard
facilities, outdated
equipment, and outdated textbooks

In Pennsylvania -- the
lowest spending school
districts have the higher
student teacher ratu)s,
the lower average
teacher salaries, and
teachers with the least
teaching exivrk.nce
In the nation
less
adequate instructkmal
materials in sclumls
where students are
pc)or than in sciu)ols
where students are
wealthier.
While it is dear that the
quantity of educatkmal
resources Varies, and that
there are "rich schools
and pc)or schools," as in

the title of a 1960s book
by Arthur Wise, the
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educatkmal research
community has not been
successful in determining

the extent to which
resource differences affect
educational outcomes.
Not having expensive,
large-scale studies espe-

cially designed to identify
the variables that make a
difference, they have used
data in studies carried out
for other purposes.
Eric A. Ilanushek
recently klentified and
summarized 187 such
studies, dealing with
teacher-pupil ratios,
teacher qualifications and
experience, teacher silaries, expenditures per
pupil, and facilities. lie
concluded that two
decades of research had
not uncovered a systematic relationship between
those factors and student
achievement.
Other researchers point
out, however, that these
studies Clo not clearly
establish that resource
variations are unimportant. While academics
debate the direction and

imiumance of the relation.ships Imween school
resources and student
achievement, one state
court judge, Steven f.
Lefelt, rendered this
judgment:
1151) that the exhaing education

research is relatively primitive and
does not reveal very much abont
student learning and therelbre (kw%
not compel the rejection of input
equalization or input comparison.
between and among district.,

For more specific. infor-

n-lion about the educational resources that

actually reach the classmom, we looked at data
fmin the 1990 state-bystate assessment of 8th
grade mathematics lw
INAFP, The teachers of

these 8th grade students
were asked how well
supplied they were by
their school system -with
the instructional materials
and other resources- they
needed to tea'..1i their
classes,
Thcre was considerable
variatitm among the states

in whether the teachers
got what they needed.
Comparing these data on
the adequacy uf classroom teaching resources
with average mathematics
proficiency reveals a
striking and systematk.
relationshipAs teacher
perceptions of !'le inadequacy of these resources
increased, prolidency
scores decreased (see
Figure 8 on p. 1.1).

If we re to get closer
to understanding the
relationship between
educational resources and
educational outcomes, we
must improve how we
identify the resources that
actually reach the fr(mt
lines of instruction, The
use of assessments such
as NAFP may help, particukirly now that they are
being administered at the
state level.
The issue of inequality
in providing public education and inequity in its
financing has, for at least
two decades, been framed
as a legal issue debated
and decided in state
courthouses, But the

question of the degree of
equality and e(fuity the
nation wants in its sch()ol
system g()es beyond the
interpretation uf stati
constitutions written Itmg
ago, It is a policy issue
for executive and legislative branches as well, at
all levels of government,
Resource disparities

and inequities on the one
hand and educational
reform and restructuring
on the other, are considered by some to be
minpeting alternatives,
or unrelated to each
other, They/can be dealt
with simultaneously,
however; Kentucky is
an example of this
appr(rach,
So far, the national

improve performance
at the top?
For the year 2000, will
a student be considered
an educational citizen of
just a school taxing district, or of a whole state,
or a nation? Is the location
of one's home to be the
deciding factor in the
degree to which society
provides orportunity
develop ability? What are
our concepts of equity
and equality in educati(m
as we head towards the
next century?
Can we succeed in
being wowld class in our
educational attainments
whife remaining so provincial in our financial
commitment to schooling?

education reform movement has not directly
addressed the issue of
the wkle disparities in
resources applied to
educating America's children and youth. The
Presklent and the nation's
governors have, however,
set the objective that
The aeadottic performance of
elementary and secondary studeots
will increase significantly in every
quartile, and the distribution of
minority students in each level will
e closely reflect the student
population as a whole.

Will it be harder to
achieve that gual if the
nation does not address
existing disparities, such
as whether instructional
materials and resources
are available to teachers?
Is there a danger that
some plans for greater
equalization of resources
can affect goals to
25
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APPENDIX TABLE 1

State Expenditure and Effort Disparities
'11ital current expenditures for pub-

Cost Adjusted
State

Alabama
Alaska
Ariztma
Arkansas
CalitOrnia
Cok)rado
Connecti('ut
I)elawa re

Cost

Expenditure
Per Pupil

1989-90

Index'

1989-90'

Ratio
1986-87'
1,5

1.9

2.0

3.7

0.909

NA
1,118
3,600

3,8%
6.7

1.6

1.059

,t .386

1.7

3.7
3.3

0.998

.1,589

1,6

1.1

3.8
3.9

0.919
NA

.0.15
f,580

1.008

7,876
5,858

1.258

6,261

1.032

5,676

I .2

5,051

0.973

5,191

LI

Georgia

.f,168

0.911

,718

2.1

1 la'aii

.1,623

kkho

3,195

NA
3,.199

Illinois

.1,787

.1,915

NA
1.6
2.0

Mdiana
Iowa

.1,11.i

'1,-128

2.1

,850

Kentucky

3,793
3,836

0.921

5,5.16

0.920

Mary lam I

5,857

1.108

Massachusetts

6,172
s,0,i9
5,025
3.119
1,226

1.218

0.95.f
0.956
0.903
0,929

1,959
5,289
1,118
1,107
6,028
5.286
5,067
5,292
,256

1.3

Kansas

NA
0.913
0.971
0.929
0.936
0.917

.1,.f65

0.911

3,87 f
,1139
5,099

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

New Ifampshire

1,612

Expenditure Per Pupil
as a Percent of Personal
Income, 1988'

S3.606

$3.31.,
7,252
,f,15 I
3,272

1.6

lAmisiana
Maine

28

Expenditure
Per Pupil

Intrastate
Disparity

0.93.1

1.8

1.2

3.5

2.1

3..1

1,170

1.6

0.981

.1,525

1.2

3.1

1.079

.i.726
6,708
4,152
6,991

1.6

2.9

2.6

.1,672

1..1

,f .1

3.869
5,123
3,718
5,358
6,033
6,016

1.3

.1.5

2.8

3.8

.1,373

!toward Nelson. "An Interstate
Oist-oll,iving Index," Mucalional
21'.

Evaluation and Policy Analysis.

0,929

1.132

attendance, health services, transportation. the net cost of timid services,
and other school services. This figure
does tit it include payments hir capital outlay or debt service.

Spring, 1991. 13, 1, 103-111. Indices

1.901

7.917

other sdiool services at all levels of
administration - state, intermediate,
and kwal. Current expenditures comprise all governmental contributions
to tlw retirement fund and expenditures fin sdio(il services. including

1.9

3.3
5.7
3.8

1.258

tion, maintenance, fixed charges, and

2.3

2.3
NA

0.929

includes amounts paid fbr general
introl, instructional service, opera-

1.5

.f,5.f9

.1,136

measures, this measure suffers from
the shortmmings inherent in a statewide average. Current expenditures

1.7

f .5

8,.139

with one another on sell, mil expendi-

tures. As with other state-level

.1. 1

1.7

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

ing, in which states are cinnpared

3.9

3.15,1

New Jersey

examinations of publk sell( mil spend-

3..1

.t .8

attendance. Entm National Educatiiin
Association, Estinuum qi School Statistics, ItSH)-91. According to the NEA,

current expenditure per pupil is the
ist frequently used indicauir for

3.3
4.0
3..i

1.5

lic elementary and secondary day
sell( x its per pupil in average daily

unavailable fbr I lawaii and Alaska.

'Column I divided by column 2.
"NW intrastate disparity ratio is the
average per pupil expenditure of the
ten highest spending districts in the
state divided lw the average per pupil
expenditure of the ten lowest spend-

1.9
1.6

ing districts in the :4ate. Data are

.f .9

presented fOr unified districts (wily,
lawaii and Montana have no unified

Ok lalumm
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vernumt
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

3,.139

0.936
0.922
0.958
0,925

5,017

0.9.12

6,111

1.013

6,.125

1.008

3,731

0.926
0.916

.i ,039

1..f

1,07.1

1.3

0.931

3,779
1,310
2,928
5,770
5,303

1.8

3,5

2.8

1.5

data are simply total fall enrollment,
with( nit adjustment for att''IldalWe
rates or "high ci N" pupils. Districts

1.5

1.7

with enrollments belinv C(N) and spe-

1 ..1

2.0

.1.8
4 sl

.1,732

1.6

3.8

1.3

5.,1

1.7

1.7

I .5
7,8

'Estimated current expenditures kir
public elementary and secondary
who( ils in 1987-88 ;IS a percent of
'terminal incimie in 1988, Friim

NA

3.9

National Education Association.

3.567
5,195

3,732
3,518
.1,056

0.911

1.720

0.929

5,-'118

1).939

5,1.0

0.971

.1,590

1,510
5,703

0.970
0.919
0.95.f

Wyoming

5,376

0.93,1

4,908
5,978
5,756

U.S.

4,952

1.000

4,952

districts. Because of a sn la II in I MI NI
Or districts. only the highest and lt )w.
est spending five districts are used in
Nevada, RIlitde Island, and Wyiuning.

1.8
1.5

.8

2..1

3.9

Erom Wayne Rklde, EVendinires in
Public School Districts. Why Do They
Congrssional RL'sL'JrchI tier

vice, July 5, 1990 Riddle's data are

1.3

hased on Census Bureau information

-f .3

texiept kir Vermoni) and the pupil

cial juirpose distrids (intermediate
districts, (listricts serving only handicapped or vocational education students, etc.) were excluded.

Rankings ty. the States. 1(190
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APPENDIX TABLE 2

Teachers' Ref orts on the Availability of Resources

Which of the following statenwnts best characterizes your
situation with respect to getting instructional materials and
other resources JPou use to teach your class?
Percent of Students in
School Who Arc Poor
(Orshansky Index)

I Get All

0%

2,1.9% (5.7)

Percent of Students Whose Teacher Responded:

12.1

1

9

17.5

10

19

hi

20

29

10.5

30 +

11.6

I Get Most

(3.9)
(5.1)
(2,8)
(3.1)
(3.5)

58.WI (6.7)
62.6
5.i.1

53.3
56.5
29.7

(5.5)
(6.3)

I Get Some

I Get None

16.i% (i.7)

0.0%
0.0
0.9
0.6
0,0

(3.))
((.,I)

25..i
27.5
32.0
33.1

(8.2)

57.1

((.1)
(5.,1)

(A.2)

(5.9)
(8,A)

1.5

(0.0)
(0,0)
(0.9)
(0..1)

(0.0)
(1.6)

Source: Teacher questionnaire from the 1988 NAEP Reading Assessment. Grade 4, unpublished.
Note: Standard errors are presented in parentheses.

APPENDIX TABLE 3

Teachers' Reports on the Availability of Resources

How well supplied are you ky your school system with
the instructional materials and other resources you
need to teach your class?
Percent of Students Whose Teacher Responded:

"I Get Some or None of the Resources I Need."
Grade 4

38%

( 2.0)

15

(i.5)

Advantaged I rhan
Disadvantaged lIrban

.18

Extreme Rural

1.1

Other

39

(5.2)
(0.9)
(2,8)

Grade 8

28

(2.8)

Advantaged Ilrhan
Disadvantaged Iirban
Extreme Rural
Other

10

(.1.2)

O

(7.0)

31

29

(3,7)

Source: Ina V. S. Mullis et al, The State of Mathematics Achievement: NAEP's 1990 Assessment of the Nation and the
Trial Assessment of the States. Educational Testing Service, June 1991. Prepared under contract with the National Center
for Education Statistics,
Note: Standard errors are presented in parentheses.
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APPENDIX TABLE 4

Teachers' Reports on The Availability of Resources and
Average NAEP Proficiency

flow well supplied are you by your school system with
the instructional materials and other resources you
need to teach .vour class?
States Where the Percent of Students Whose Teachers
Respond That They Get Some or None of the Instructional Materials and Resources They Need Is:

More than 15%
Guam Virgin Islands
Louisiana
41 - 45%
West Virginia
36

ciency of Group of States

211 (1.5)

District of Columbia
252 (0.9)

Hawaii

Arkansas
252 (1.2)

40%

Idaho

Average NAEP Math Profi-

New Mexico

North Camlina

Georgia
251 (1.0)

- 35%

North Dakota New York Ohio Caliiiirnia
Michigan Oklahoma Delaware Rhode Island
Florida Virginia Alabama Arizona Kentucky
26

Texas
21

253 ( 1.5)

30%

Indiana

Pennsylvania

Illinois

25%

261 ( 1.0)

Oregon Wisconsin Colorado New Hampshire
Connecticut Minnesota Nebraska New jersey
Maryland Montana

20% and under
Wyoming Iowa

277 (3.2)

Source: Ina V. S. Mullis, et al. The State of Mathematics Actuevement. NAEPS 1990 Assessment of the Nation and the
Mal Assevnent of the States. Educational Testing Service. June 1991. Prepared under contract with the National Center
for Education Statistics. Table is based on an aggregation of data from Table 13.21.
Note: Standard errors are provided in parentheses.
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